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We want to know more about what you want done in our neighborhood!!

It will only take a minute or two and will greatly help us better understand how we can make Passyunk Square
even better!

Thanks a lot! - Passyunk Square Civic Association (your friendly neighborhood civics folks!) 

Question 1*
How long have you lived in the neighborhood? (Enter # of years)

Range: 55 (0 to 55)
Average: 8.2769230769231
Median: 5
Total responses: 130
Mode: 3

Show  values Pop-up

Question 2*
What attracted you to the neighborhood? (Please select top 3)

 More affordable than some other areas  92  23.17% 

 Diverse mix of people  42  10.58% 
 Passyunk avenue (restaurants activity)  52  13.10% 

 Safety  30  7.56% 

 Sense of community  44  11.08% 

 Great parks (capitolo columbus)  17  4.28% 

 Good access to downtown  92  23.17% 

 Many friends / family that l ive nearby  25  6.30% 

 Schools in the area  3  0.76% 

View
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ID Other ideas? (please enter in box below) View
Survey

5730409 moved in with my husband View
5730833 Functioning neighborhood-- at the time I moved here there was no whole foods on South or in the art museum, target, ikea etc

were not here. This was one of the only functioning neighborhoods, with a grocery store in the city.
View

5731247 proximity to public transportation View
5731305 convenience of local stores and markets View
5731631 people are warm and friendly View
5732686 loca bars/karaoke lol View
5732754 Indian Trail celebration PARADE View
5733141 House View
5734972 Walking distance to work View
5736775 One knows one's neighbors which to me is important View
5737354 Born here View
5737922 it was more affordable than Bella Vista/Queen Village and CC. View
5740709 seemed to be up and coming View
5741395 convenient supermarket and pharmacies, restaurants not only Passyunk ave View
5744226 Ethnic Resturants,in neighborhood not just the ones on P. Ave. View
5748653 Access to Gym/Grocery Store within walking distance View
5754897 great up and coming area View
5756060 Easy commute to school (Temple main campus) View
5756165 Large 3-story house we could afford View
5757381 close to great food -- Italian Market, Nam Phoung, Taquitos de las pueblas View
5818103 convenience! acme, cvs, east passyunk... View
5831545 Italian Market View
5848764 easy access to grocery stores, don't need a car View
5904476 another reason-- i was born here View
6031172 these aren't what brought us here but are what have kept us here! View

<< Hide Pop-up

Question 3*
Have you noticed the sidewalks being any cleaner in the last year?

 No things seem to have gotten worse  5  3.85% 

 Not really not much change  32  24.62% 

 Yes we have made a LITTLE progress  67  51.54% 

 Yes we have made a LOT of progress  16  12.31% 

 Don't have an opinion  10  7.69% 

Pop-up

Question 4*
Do you think the neighborhood has improved in the past 2 years?

 No things seem to have gotten worse  2  1.54% 

 Not really not much change  10  7.69% 

 Yes we have made a LITTLE progress  60  46.15% 

 Yes we have made a LOT of progress  43  33.08% 

 Don't have an opinion  15  11.54% 

Pop-up

Question 5
Why do you think the neighborhood has or has not improved?

Text Answers (98) View
Crime is still high and the police are not doing enough about it. View
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Trash continues to be a problem. There are neighborhood clean-up days but it doesn't seem to last long. Every
weekend there are crowds of people who see how dirty it is and don't worry about littering.

View

I think the neighborhood has improved just by new and more concerned people moving into the area. I think that one of
the largest problems that we still have is litter and garbage. There is virtually no enforcement of littering laws. Also, I

think that the garbage men make the problem worse, by haphazardly loading garbage into the trucks and not cleaning
up afterwards.

View

More young families are moving in, businesses thriving on Passyunk Ave., home values were maintained or increased,
yet prices continue to be affordable. It's also relatively safe and offers great access to center city with bus routes and

proximity to subway.

View

There is a greater sense of community in the neighborhood since I moved in. I think this is in large part to the work of
PSCA as well as the increase of business on East Passyunk.

View

Influx of new people. They are fixing up old houses and spending money on the avenue. View
TOO MANY IMMIGRANT RENTERS + DEFUNCT CONTRACTOR/DEVELOPERS View

Would still like schools to be better. And still worried about crime at night. View
It's cleaner. More houses are being sold to first-time home buyers who take an interest in the insides and the outsides

of their homes.
View

I like the increased presence of bikers, the increased options on P'unk avenue and the slow revitalization of 9th street.
Am happy to see that tree planting is still going strong and that people are taking care of their trees. Houses are selling

quickly to interesting new people.

View

I don't think that it is a great place to raise our children due to the schools, and the general bureaucratic corruption of
Philadelphia. I do love the changes in some parts of the neighborhood, like the playground/park on 12th and wharton

and the revival of Passyunk Avenue, but I feel that a lot of it excludes the diversity of the neighborhood. I also think there
is a class division that is becoming apparent in light of the recent escalating violence

View

pyunk ave; hipster valuation View
cleaner, more businesses View

Restaurants and more shops in the area. more families are moving in. View
East Passyunk Ave's renaissance has helped the surrounding area. More young people moving here helps too. View

More resident participation and pride due to organizations i.e. PSCA communicating and organizing improvements. I.e.
Tree program, street cleaning, clean up, neighborhood watch

View

Homes being rented illegally with far too many residents that all own cars, have no vested interest in the neighborhood,
and do not participate in neighborhood activities.

View

Demographics have improved slightly. View
Unfortunately, I have not been here long enough to say whether the neighborhood has improved or not. View

no cleaning people to clean the streets or alleys. View
Improvements are all the new shops on Passyunk, great events such as 2nd saturday and quota. Also the planting of

trees, and beautification projects.
View

More people are getting involved but the crime outbursts continue to be a concern View

Despite amazing efforts, there is still a disturbing amount of trash around. And just recently, I seem to be reading more
about crimes/attacks on women that are startling.

View

I have noticed efforts to keep the neighborhood clean and create a sense of community. It has helped some. There are
still many areas in the neighborhood that are constantly littered with trash. There are also, of course, many people who

do no want the neighborhood to change.

View

i don't feel safe,especially at night. View
I think a lot of young people and families have moved into the area as well as a lot of new business (restaurants, bars

and stores). I think it was also undervalued when I first moved here.
View

Crime, poor performing schools. View
more opportunities for people to get involved together View

New residents who care about the neighborhood and changing it for the better View
lack of respect of some homeowners but more so, renters not taking pride in their community View

Engaging neighbors through organizations like PSCA will be a benefit. More and better marketing of positive events is
needed to further engage neighbors.

View

Overall more vibrant. More businesses, more pedestrian traffic, and people are improving thier homes. The
neighborhood involvement is much greater than when I moved here ten years ago.

View

people dont take pride and clean up outside and the people are not better overall. Still crime ... View
The improvement of Passyunk Ave. is pretty remarkable, and what I've noticed most is the VAST improvement of the

park between 12 & 13 & Wharton & Reed. When we first moved into the neighborhood, approx 10 years ago, this park
was a disaster, and frankly dangerous looking - now I walk my dog around it every day and marvel at the little league
and other community sports, as well as the playground full of kids! It's really come a long way, and I'm very pleased to

be a homeowner in this neighborhood.

View

I think that we need more involvement from a lot more people who live in the neighborhood. Have you considered doing
a campaign to drum up attendance at your meetings? Many people do not even know about this at all.

View

Over the past 10 years the neighborhood has changed a lot. It's younger, more diverse, more exciting and fun! There's
definitely a lot more community involvement, and Passyunk Ave is finally becoming interesting again. Schools still stink

though.....

View
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Because of the work done by the PSCA and the new people and businesses moving into the neighborhood and
renewed interest in East Passyunk Ave

View

I think the neighborhood has improved but I am concerned about the trash and dog mess around parks and Pats and
Ginos customers tossing their trash on the ground. I love this neighborhood and the only reason I may move in the

future is because of the public school.

View

Opening of more new retail and restaurant on East Passyunk Avenue. View
Generally there has been overall improvement. There seem to be more people out and about. I beilive active

neighborhoods have lower crime.
View

there has been more community involvement. the passyunk area restaurants and the thriving surrounding
neighborhood is great. it's wonderful to see so much home remodeling and new neighbors from a broad cross section

of cultures. as a long time resident this is a good and wonderful thing to see and be a part of.

View

New people of all kinds who are contributing to it. The strong Civic organization makes a hugh difference also!!!! View
More businesses have opened, awareness of the neighborhood has increased View

There is only a small segment of the community that even thinks there is room for improvement. Some don't care and
others like things as they are now.

View

Not as cliquish. View
New restaurants and shops. Low vacancy. Lots of people buying houses and fixing them up. View

My main sources of discontent are: (i) noise and vandalism from Pat's/Geno's, and (ii) trash. The trash clean up
program is great for the day that the sidewalks are cleaned, but the presense of trash is an ongoing concern. Also, it

seems like crime in our area has increased.

View

New businesses, new development. Passyunk Avenue has really come alive, but also important things happening at
the fringes.

View

I have not noticed much change, but there is not much I can complain about. View
There are more younger people moving into the neighborhood and we do have a neighborhood associaiton that cares.

I think we need to be a little more attentive to restaurants, outdoor seating, liquor licenses (especially take out).
View

Lots of additional activities, more new business on the avenue, growing number of people with young children, sense
of vibrancy

View

The increase in development has helped make the neighborhood more desirable to live in, but many people are not
that invested in the community.

View

Inertia, political instability View
I think the main streets, especially passyunk are cleaner. The addition of trash cans made a big difference. View

The restoration of Passy Ave has helped the area out a lot. It always had a sense of community, but now there are
more bars/restaurants/shops/gyms which keeps people out on the streets and the neighborhood safer overall. I was
alarmed the residents did not get warnings for trash violations before being slapped with fines. I understand there are
laws, however how can one be expected to know them when they have not been explained? I am definitely not one to

litter; I recycle, sweep my stoop and even clean up trash I come across in the area so it was upsetting to receive a trash
violation ticket for putting a trash bag against the front of my house 24 hours before trash service. I support cleaning

initiatives, more activities in Columbus Park including maybe ones at night such as a movie night, however I don't think
handing out petty trash violations is the correct way to attract community involvement.

View

commerce View
I think the economy is the biggest indicator. And people trying to flip houses that are now sitting vacant, or people who

have renovated & are now renting to people who aren't maintaining property.
View

Passyunk ave is getting better, and I appreciate the street cleaning, but i feel that random crime has gotten worse, and
it does not seem like anything is being done about that. As a parent, I am particularly concerned about this.

View

it has improved in that there are more new and attractive looking restaurants and shops both on passyunk and in the
9th street market. what's good is that neighborhood diversity has been maintained.

View

Street cleaning,Tree planting, farmers market, street festivals, parks, additional eating establishments have improved.
Sense of safety has not. Continued occasional minor acts of vandalism, teenagers hanging out making noise at night.

Spill- offs from center city flash mobs seem to making their way down this far.

View

more restaurants, more professionals living in the area, more community oriented View
litter and trash also Columbus Sq playground has several serious issues View

I think there's a nice mix of older and younger people that want to make this area a better place. View
the one step forward, one step back struggle. one thing may improve while another gets worse. View

cleaner Streets,The trees planted years ago have grown enough to create a beautiful canopy of green throughout the
neighborhood,community involement,more coffee shops &BYOB's

View

More people around and more activity makes it feel as more of a neighborhood. View
Trees, trash cans, houses being fixed up, new small businesses opening, young families moving in... View

there has been progress in our school (jackson) and on the avenue with the addition of new businesses. View
i've seen people cleaning the streets more often (still TONS of trash from pats/genos that i'd like them to take

responsibility for), new restaurants, new trees, new homes or homes being renovated
View

I think more people have become involved, and we seem to tap the very early stages of our potential. However, I would
like to note that most of our friends are leaving at an alarming rate. They are leaving because of the lack of school
options. You will not be able to develop a really sound community with a mass exodus every three years. It's this

simple - the schools have to improve.

View

Things are a bit cleaner and the community seems to be more active and care about how the streets look. View
There are more shops, restaurants and food options. Passyunk Ave seems to be lively throughout the day and night. View
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Lots of great events.
Among other things, I think the community garden at 10th and Federal is a great addition. I live near Geno's, so I don't
think the trash problem will ever be completely solved on my block (there's always cheese steak related litter out there,

despite how often my neighbors and I clean it up).

View

Hard for me to say, having only lived here one year. My neighborhood seems to be getting more appealing, and I
believe the variety of people are progressively settling into a better acceptance and hopefully appreciation of each other.

View

has not: litter, slower than expected influx of retail, crime View
more people allowing their dogs to use the pavements to defficate,it keeps getting worse View

I live on the 700 block of Earp street so I'm often biased in a negative way but I do see changes happening. A better
sense of community... More families and people who care about their properties moving in... I wish there was less

trash blowing down 7th and 8th streets. I wish there was more respect and neighborliness happening and less noise
and chaos and drama. I would love to see less bullying behavior from old schoolers who hate the new blood in the

neighborhood. I love what's happening on East Passyunk!

View

Having only been in the neighborhood for about 2 years, I'm not sure that I can speak to this. View
TREES everywhere! Vacancies down, George the crackhead no longer stands outside my house yelling for my dog,
new neighbors, more inertia, city recognition, 10+ bars/restaurants in the area, etc, etc, etc. Now? We need to fix the

schools...we lose all the good neighbors once the kids turn 4. :(

View

New people moving in. View

home ownership. taking care of property, cleaning the street and sidewalk View
Trash is still a HUGE problem. Some streets (Tasker) are absolutely disgusting. Also, the streets are fraught with

potholes.
View

Neighbors realizing that the small changes that they make can influence others and can multiply the good actions. View
GOOD: TREES!!! Great restaurants, events, Passyunk Ave. improvement. BAD: Residential areas are covered with litter

from big businesses like Pats, Genos, Dunkin Donuts etc. The empty lot across from Pats is an eye sore that every
tourist to the city sees, plus at the fence around the lot is falling down and is actually a danger. Can't something be

done about that?

View

The clean-up crews have made a difference, but there is still a lot of trash. I live near Pat and Geno's and would like
both businesses to be rsponsible for their mess.

View

The neighborhood has a lot of charm and it is showing to be the place to live in Philly..( increase in home sales) and
people taking pride in their homes and blocks. What i think would be better is more Police presence would be nice..

(ie. Bike Patrol, walking the neighborhoods and getting to know the residence and understand there concerns. Maybe
fining those who litter, not curbing their dogs. May be good to put up permit parking through out the area to curb those
who are not from the area from taking up residences spaces.. This would also curb trash from others not caring about
our community. Encouraging residents to respect others - more diversity training? Homeowners(landlords) who rent
out their homes should be fined for how their tenants behave - trash, loud noises. maybe they will think twice on who

they rent to.

View

more vibrant stores, parks and over all comunity View
Just moved so can not say... View

The neighborhood has improved in the past couple years for two reasons: 1. Revitalization of Passyunk Ave, and 2.
Revitalization of Jackson Elementary school

View

Continuous development on passyunk ave. Cleaner streets. Greener with more trees. View
All of the trees in the neighborhood give the area a much more aesthetically pleasing look. Unfortunately, the sidewalks
are not really any cleaner because of the following reasons: the delivery companies of The South Philly Review and the
bag of store circulars leave the papers in a pile at various corners. The papers get scattered because people walk by
and start pulling papers from the stack. On some occasions they forget to remove undelivered papers. In addition the

people who deliver the papers door to door sometimes are careless and papers wind up on the sidewalk. The delivery
of food menus and other advertising material adds to the mess.

View

It feels cleaner, there seems to be more family activities, the variety of businesses has increased, more great
restaurants, coffee shops, and stores

View

Altho there have been noticeable improvements over the last 10 years, there has not been much improvement in the
last two years because (1) the housing rehab boom is over and (2) the yuppies who bought these rehabs are running

to the suburbs as soon as they have kids.

View

There is still a lot of litter on the streets/sidewalks. The most frustrating issue is the number of boarded up houses
(12th & Tasker, Tasker & Camac, etc) which are a blight and continue to be vandalized. But the development along

EPA, and the beautiful parks definitely make this a great neighborhood!

View

too many people who don't care about quality of life issues. View
The Columbus Park improvements have made a huge difference in the quality of life in the neighborhood. View

passyunk ave developing into a food and botique hub; the ave is now a destination...folks are driving to south philly to
go out...it is not just residents that are frequenting the shops and restaurants

View

the sense of community seems to be building and the array of local events seem to be increasing View

<< Hide Pop-up

Question 6*
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How can we make the neighborhood better? (Please select top 3)

 Cleaning sidewalks  68  14.26% 

 Planting more trees  49  10.27% 

 More public art (murals)  19  3.98% 

 Eliminating parking safety issues (parking on sidewalks crosswalks)  18  3.77% 

 Helping our schools run better  57  11.95% 

 Holding more local events (house tours plant sales etc.)  28  5.87% 

 Making our neighborhood safer (townwatch organizing police meetings etc.)  60  12.58% 

 Adding more bike lanes  27  5.66% 

 Fil ling potholes in the streets  33  6.92% 

 Fixing up boarded up houses  58  12.16% 

 Planning and attracting new businesses or development  60  12.58% 

ID Other ideas? (please enter in box below) View
Survey

5730342 Encouraging more single family homes and less apartments View
5730695 Keeping sidewalks clean - no trash is most important View
5731247 More Trash Cans to eliminate litter View
5731385 Enforcing non rental zoning View
5731808 stop burger doodles from passing out menus that wind up on the pavements View
5731895 schools, schools, schools View
5732643 Have a neighborhood window box competition. (they say you know a neighborhood is back when you see the window boxes

again)
View

5732705 1) Block Captains and more volunteers. You need to go knock on every door and try to get more involvement from the people.
Many don't even know this exists. 2) Put a trash can on every corner and have someone on the block in charge of changing the

bags and putting the trash out on the designated day. I did this myself and it makes a world of difference. We have lots of people
who come through our neighborhoods and just need a place to throw an empty soda bottle. $25 for a trash can and an extra bag
every week cuts down on a lot of the trash. A little help from every one goes a long way. 3) Lighting- if every house or every other

house kept their lights on at night, this would help deter crime in the area. 4) don't leave things in your car if you park on the street.
this is an invitation for a smash and grab. 5) have a presence on your block, criminals are usually looking for the path of least
resistance. if you keep the front of your house clean and well-lit, this will deter thieves. 6) talk to your neighbors, let them know

who you are. we all want the same things: a safe and clean neighborhood for our families

View

5732788 OPPOSE murals! In Philadelphia, they have become the mark of dangerous and hopeless neighborhoods. They are well-
intended but have become the stamp of failure.

View

5733686 Enforce stop signs View
5734972 Surveys like this will attract wider resident involvement rather than contentious meetings. View
5735540 More trash cans/big bellies esp at bus stops and subway stations. View
5736775 Cars parked by handicapped corners should be ticketed. We should be able to get after landlords who leave their property vacant

for years and they become homes for the homeless and vermin. For example the house at the SE corner of 8th & Manton.
View

5739644 Although the other ideas are great. In general, quality of life issues are key. View
5740926 no more murals View
5741395 select businesses carefully. No more nail salons, liquor stores, dollar stores, etc. View
5744226 Work with City Officials to Develope the Coal/ice House site on 9th,Something similar to what has been developed in N. Lib.

Residental above /shps cafe's below
View

5753884 The main issue I have is urban blight. There are several abandon houses, houses that are obviously dangerous. We have tried
evrything to get something done about it and nothing has happened.

View

5756060 More community gardens! View
5756592 publicizing the benefits of living near Passyunk Square through local realtors, etc. View
5818103 More police presence and enforcement of curfews. ANTI LOITERING campaigns!!!! I'm sick of finding random people on my

stoop: screaming and littering outside of my house.
View

5843211 no more apartments rentals View
5893856 Encourage City to add more trash cans or have block captains be responsble for emptying the trash View

<< Hide Pop-up

Question 7*
We hold events (fall house tour, plant sales, happy hours) but are always looking for new ideas. Which of these new ideas appeals to you

most?

 Spring House Garden tour (Visit the gardens of homeowners in the area)  30  23.08% 
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 Art auction (Bid on the works of local artists and taste some local food/drinks)  37  28.46% 
 Family bowling night (Come on out for some bowling at local PEP bowl)  13  10.00% 

 Public art project (Everyone helps create a mural)  26  20.00% 

 Other ideas? (please enter in box below)  24  18.46% 

ID Other ideas? (please enter in box below) View
Survey

5731001 something else View
5731247 Taste of Ave, Cleanup events, Street fair/festivals View
5731642 Weekend end sidewalk sales, like old city is having next weekend View
5731808 open capitolo park on sundays View
5731960 Taste of the Avenue last weekend was awesome - more of this. View
5732686 HH View
5732705 Volunteer pick up trash day every other weekend. If you had 20 people show up, each with a bag and gloves, you'd be stunned at

the difference it would make.
View

5732754 Indian Trail Parade to connect the indian head to a marketing idea View
5732788 PSCA's meetings are excellent. They are always informative with useful agendas. They can be made even better by more active

solicitation of the opinions of those attending.
View

5733141 Outdoor movie nights. Picnic/barbecue/pick-up softball event at one of the parks. View
5733763 yes View
5734582 community gardens View
5734972 Awards/incentives that focus on neighbors positively interacting with each other. For instance, who knows the most local

neighbors dogs names. This would require people to meet and greet and give a reason to strike up a conversation. It also
wouldn't take alot of time.

View

5736888 Family centered events, moonbounce, carnival type thing View
5737354 Public film screenings View
5737922 Outdoor movies (concerts, too) at Passyunk Square during warmer months. View
5739179 None of these View
5739644 I liked the pepsi grant idea... including a small park/seating area in the 12th & Morris/Passyunk intersection, and making it safer.

Is that something we can do?
View

5740709 Night Market was great--I know that was the Food Trust's project, but maybe something like that, where the whole community can
participate together?

View

5752814 Bar Crawl View
5753884 Community gatherings at DiCicco's office (or the next elected official) View
5772883 more events for children View
5821856 Community gardening? View
5827403 kickball showdown: PSCA vs. EPX, players get pledges, etc. OR 5K park to park (Passyunk Square to Gold Star Park, Jefferson

Square, Dickinson Squrae, Mifflin Park, etc.)
View

<< Hide Pop-up

Question 8
Any other suggestion for how to improve our neighborhood?

Text Answers (49) View
continue greening efforts View

Improvements in the public realm, such as landscaping and lighting. Fixing sidewalks...I know sidewalks are an
owners responsibility, but not all owners know what to do. Maybe coordinating new sidewalks for an entire block at

once. Can start around parks and Passyunk Ave.

View

discourage slum lords - rentals are overcrowded View
I would like to see more support for sustainable projects, like a compost co-op, garden support, bike riding support. I

really like the newsletters that NKCDC puts out-- they focus on businesses as well as activities.
View

Crack down on crime. View
Working to eliminate haphazard distribution of circulars and newspapers that are left on stoops and blow away

causing litter.
View

More often town watches Cover up graffiti View
Have police enforce littering and dog poop regulations. No amount cleaning will ever compensate for the bad habits of

some residents.
View

have everyone speak english View
We have a serious stray cat problem. View

More police presence. View
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I like all of the ones you had above but could only select one Viewholding septa and the businesses around the subway stops accountable for their cleanliness View
Actively go after landlords that do not keep their properties clean. View

Encourage businesses to keep and maintain trash receptacles in their lots. They should clean all parking lots daily so
trash does not blow out of the lots and into the streets.

View

Difficult to get neighbors to clean up like the old days. View
One of the biggest issues on my particular block is trash on the street, specifically junk food wrappers. I am pretty sure
this is generated by kids and other inconsiderate people purchasing the junk food at one of two places on either end of

my block, and just littering when finished. I don't know how this could be addressed other than installing trash cans
(although I understand this requires regular maintence which is costly). It'd be nice to place some of the responsibility

on the business owner.

View

Get more involvement from everyone in the neighborhood (owners and renters) by going door to door and inviting
people to come to the meetings.

View

PSCA is doing a terrific job. I appreciate the hard work of everyone involved. View
Improve the safety and aesthetic of the ACME/Ritas/CVS intersection View

More pedestrian level lighting. More weekend events from spring to fall that turn Passyunk Avenue into a pedestrian
plaza.

View

If we could petitions the restraunts to stop leaving flyers that would be half the battle in regard to the street cleaning.
Also there have been more trash receptacles installed in some areas but more are needed near schools and parks.

On a positive note - the tree plantings are a hugh improvement. Please keep up the good work!

View

Bring back the neighborhood street cleaning. The signs are still up all over the neighborhood but at some point
residents lobbied City Hall to have it stopped so they didn't have to move their cars/get a parking ticket.

View

Instead of taking a negative incentive/punitive approach to getting homeowners to do home improvements (like
penalizing people for working on their houses by bringing in govt oversight), offer incentives for homeowners to do

improvements that would enhance neighborhood appeal and value. Incentives could include subscriptions to Angie's
list, discounts or free makeovers with particular companies who do window replacements, door

painting/replacements, windowbox installations, sidewalks, powerwashing, etc. Maybe our community liaison with the
Councilman could obtain L&I waivers for these jobs. This could be a need based application process or an award for

responding to a contest or for doing some other improvement like planting a tree. Funding could come through
community fundraising, grants, and free pr for businesses that participate.

View

Create a passive park - not just for single users like soccer/little kids/dogs. There is very little open space in the
neighborhood. Work to connect the neighbrohood with bike lanes to the river trails/FDR Park.

View

Clean up abandoned areas to disuade crime, vandalism, dumping. View
Needs a "center" rather than just an avenue. Seems the ACME/SPOAC and surrounding parcels could serve that

purpose if there was a long-term plan to transform that area from auto-oriented to more urban.
View

Keep up the good work PSCA View
events that help you get to know your neighbors View

Help citizens deal with eyesores like old cars that never move. Work to get more greenspace and gardens. :) View
Maybe a business and services directory? They do a gay yellow pages in the "gayborhood" but maybe phone directory

for the Passyunk Square area could make people more aware of business and services available in the area.
View

More night activities such as star watching and family movie nights. View
Improve town watch, better street lighting, address the problem of empty/abandoned building, increase safety of area

around subways.
View

keep it graffiti free. have potholes, broken signs, lights, etc. fixed quickly. Develop good relationships with police
department, future new councilperson, and other city/state/federal offices that provide direct service to us.

View

stronger police presense View
access to an additional community garden and Columbus Square Playground needs cleanup, repair and some

activities i.e . sports, chess club, cooking classes and yoga for neighboorhood kids
View

more community involvement of ALL the different people of south philadelphia. trash and drugs are a big issue and
very difficult to work on but need to be addressed if things are to get better. better schools below washington avenue

will attract more young families.

View

Develope & build on the Block Captain network that was started years ago.As a way to encourage participation of
neighbors.Spread PSCA.news &events.Help create a srtonger sence of community street by street.

View

Crosswalks and good pedestrian traffic lights at the intersection of Reed and Passyunk so people can safely walk to
our neighborhood from Italiam Market area.

View

Please Continue the excellent tree planting program. I will be sure to participate next time. View
Find block captains willing to set and maintain trashcans on their block (similar to the corner of 8th and Federal). Get

the City to either tear down or auction the abandon houses.
View

ticket loiterers View
KEEP going! Take a minute to recognize yer volunteers (annual volunteer award)? View

clean your area, no more apartment rentals View
Is there a way that homeowners can be cited if their sidewalks are littered? I would support citations. View

see response # 5 View
there is still a lot of "rolling trash" issues View

1. See more involvement with schools-- make them community hubs 2. Have more activities/areas in parks for Tweens View
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and teens
more frequent neighborhood clean-up days, getting boarded-up houses on the market View

<< Hide Pop-up

Question 9*
How do you prefer to be notified of Passyunk Square Civic Association activities? (Please select top 2)

 Twitter  12  5.77% 

 Facebook  33  15.87% 

 PSCA Website / Blog  24  11.54% 

 Email blasts  116  55.77% 

 Posters around the neighborhood  23  11.06% 

ID Other ideas? (please enter in box below) View Survey
5732754 Indian Trail Parade View
5733869 follow me! @AmyFeds View
5737354 Newsletter View
5738116 NO POSTERS! They create more trash and we already have enough trash! View
5893856 posters in the area will only add to littering - ask the businesses to help View
5904476 posters in english and spanish View

Pop-up

Question 10*
How often do you think we should send out email blasts?

 Once a month  19  14.62% 

 Once every 2 weeks  48  36.92% 

 Once a week  36  27.69% 

 Twice a week  0  0.00% 

 Whenever you have something new to tell me  27  20.77% 

Pop-up

Page: 2/2

Thanks a lot for helping us out with this survey!  We would love your help in making Passyunk Square an even
better place to live.  Please let us know if/how you would like to be involved! 

Question 11
If you would like to help out in other ways please let us know how you would like to get involved (Please select any that your interested in)

 

 Beautification / Trees (tree plantings)  29  18.47% 

 Block Liaisons (represent your block)  11  7.01% 

 Communications / Store  9  5.73% 

 Education (Jackson School)  17  10.83% 

 Events (house tour plant sale happy hours)  14  8.92% 

 Food Co-op (affi l iated)  19  12.10% 

 Fundraising / Sapling Program  5  3.18% 

 Planning  14  8.92% 

 Town Watch  9  5.73% 

 Trash / Recycling  17  10.83% 

 Zoning  13  8.28% 
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ID Other ideas? (please enter in box below) View
Survey

5730695 Education - Kirkbride is also in PSCA...its not all about Jackson View
5731960 What about Eliza Kirkbride School? View
5736775 Not at this time View
5737922 have volunteered for Home Tour last 2 years (you should call it a HOME tour and not a house tour because a house is not a

home.
View

5741395 I'm interested in most of the things mentioned above. I prefer to find out about them in the email newsletters as I currently do.. View
5742341 Children activities View
5753884 I have offered free accounting services for the PSCA and spoke with some of your people, but they stopped responding to me

a while ago.
View

5756060 I would, but I am likely moving out of the neighborhood (and the city) at the end of the summer for a job. View
5827403 Friends of Kirkbride? View

Pop-up

Question 12
What languages (other than english) do you speak? (Please select all that apply)

 Spanish  5  45.45% 

 Italian  6  54.55% 

 Mandarin  0  0.00% 

 Cantonese  0  0.00% 

 Vietnamese  0  0.00% 

 Cambodian  0  0.00% 

ID Other languages? View Survey
5730409 Swahili View
5730833 French View
5731247 polish View
5731484 Russian, Ukrainian View
5731808 polish View
5733467 none View
5736297 French View
5736775 some French View
5753884 I can read and write Latin :) View
5843211 English View
5896743 czech View
5996054 not fluent View

<< Hide Pop-up

Question 13
If you speak more than one language, would you be willing to help us reach out to others that speak this language?

 Yes  5  29.41% 

 No  12  70.59% 

Pop-up

Question 14
If you would like to help out please provide us your contact info:

Name Address Email Address # of hours you would like to volunteer per
month
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